Abstract. In this paper, machine learning model is applied to label the attributes of traffic scenes automatically in the RNDF (Road Network Definition File), which is used in the self-driving car. The "gist" features extracted from one image of the video stream are used as the model's input. In the experiments, the test model is SVM (Support Vector Machine) and the training and test samples are from the FM2 database. The experiments verify the feasibility and effectiveness of this method.
Introduction
It is always necessary to define the road network for running a self-driving car. And the attributes of the waypoints in the road network is important because different control strategies is needed for different traffic scenes. Usually, the attributes of the waypoints have to be added manually which is boring and time-consuming. In this paper, a method to classify the traffic scenes automatically, which is one of the waypoint's attributes, is proposed. This method is similar to the scene classification methods based on image [1] [2] [3] expect that it is applied in traffic scenes.
Roughly, there are three types methods used for scenes classification, the first is based on objects, the second is based on regions, and the third is based on context [4] [5] [6] [7] . On the other hand, in recent years, SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform) [8] and "gist" [9] are two most frequently-used methods to extract features from scene images.
SIFT often works with bag-of-words, which needs more memory to store a large number of key points with different scales. And clustering is needed to build up dictionary from these key points. So the burden of the computer is heavy. Moreover, the number of the features extracted by SIFT for one traffic scene, as shown as arrows in Fig. 1 , is often different from another because it is outdoor. Therefore, it is difficult to train the SVM model. So, spatial envelope according with "gist" feature [9] was adopted in this paper. 
Related Work
The method in this paper is proposed to help construct the RNDF file automatically, which is used to create path for self-driving car THU-IV2, as shown in Fig. 2 . In the standard of RNDF, one road consists of segments, lanes and waypoints, as shown in Fig. 3 . Waypoint is the basic element and its attributes are used to decide the control strategy. For example, in Fig. 3 , the position of the first waypoint 1.1.1 is (-12512.5, -14830) relative to the global coordinate system and its attributes are (1, 3, 20, 0). The last attribute "0" could be other number, which represents the type of the traffic scene. The method described in this paper is applied to help decide this attribute. In normal conditions, when we want to run the self-driving car in a region, the topological map, which is descripted by RNDF format, has to be built-up first. In order to build up the map, we drive along all the roads in the region and record the path points of the DGPS (Differential Global Positioning System). Then essential points are selected as "waypoints" for the RNDF and the attributes of the waypoints are added by hand. In order to label the attributes automatically, at the same time of recording the DGPS points, the video stream of the color camera in the roof of the car could be saved and the synchronous information is registered also. The images taken from the video stream could be used to classify the traffic scenes using machine learning method. 
Method and Experiment
As mentioned, to gain the type of a traffic scene, the last attribute of the waypoint in the RNDF, is a task of classification just like scene classification. Considering the efficiency and accuracy, SVM is selected as the classification model, which could be described by Eq.(1). The model's feature is vector x, which could be calculated by "spatial envelope" referring to [9] . And the parameters of the SVM classifier could use the open library to solve out, such as LIBLINEAR, LIBSVM, SVM-Light and GPUSVM.
(1) Binary-classification experiments had been finished in order to verify the feasibility of the method. For the convenience of comparative analysis and saving time, the FM2 dataset [10,11] was used. The database contains 6237 labeled images of traffic scenes which were extracted from videos recorded on European roads by smartphone's built-in camera. The images' resolution is 640x480. Just like [11] , eight classes were employed for our experiments: highway, open non-highway road, tunnel, tunnel exit, settlement with visible buildings, overpass, toll booth and dense traffic. The Examples of the eight classes from the FM2 dataset are shown in Fig. 4 .
Our experiments were finished in Matlab using LIBSVM [12] . A total of 512 gist feature for each image were extracted using the open code with paper [9] by Aude Oliva and Antonio Torralba. Twenty-eight binary-classifiers have been trained for all eight types of traffic scenes. Not all the images in the database were chosen as training samples, but to choose some random so as to improve the training speed. Gaussian RBF kernel function was selected and cross validation method was used to choose parameters. The test result of the models is shown in Table 1 . The data in the middle of the table is skew symmetric. Each result consists of the classification precision and "the correct number/the test number". [11] road. On the other hand, considering of multi-labels, the total precisions is lower. The total precision of the tunnel is highest as 97.39% and the settlement is the lowest as 42.13%. The reason to the low total precision is that some binary-classification is low for the scenes' similarity. It can be found to analyze the images of the database FM2 that even with the eyes of people it is hard to make a distinction between some images in the five lowest groups without context information. From another point of view, because our goal is to label the attribute of the waypoints, so sequential images nearby the waypoint can be used for classification to improve the precision and higher precision is completely possible. Moreover, the ultimate purpose is to decide the control strategies according to the traffic scene type attributes. For example, one of the control strategies is to modify navigation method in the area lacking of GPS signal. So according to this strategy, tunnel, booth and overpass could be a group or a big type. Similarly, in accordance with the speed strategy and the obstacle detection strategy, open non-highway road and highway should be a big type, and settlement, booth and traffic should be another. So similar images are in a type and the precision would be improved.
Conclusion and Future Work
Learning from common scenes classification, method of machine learning is engaged to label the waypoints' attributes in RNDF for self-driving car. Taken in account of the storage space and efficiency, "gist" feature is applied as model input. In order to verify the method, SVM is used as model and the database FM2 as samples, and binary-classification experiments have been finished. According to the results of the experiments and the reason behind low precision, the method is effective and able to help decide the attribute of the waypoints automatically in the RNDF for the self-driving car. Off course, more work is needed, such as how to make use of the sequential images, how to arrange the types according to the control strategies, and experiments in our self-driving car THU-IV2.
